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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that i, FRANK WoRDsworTH the film, is passed vertically through an
DONISTHORIPE, a subject of the King of Great ordinary projector and the picture is ro

tated optically through an angle of 90°.
IBritain, residing in Barnes, England, have The
arrangement for effecting this rotation 60
invented certain new and useful improve can
be
in the ordinary projector at
ments in and Relating to Color Cinematog 2ny timeinserted
and the adjustments necessary for
raphy,
of
which
the
following
is
a
specifica
tion.
changing from black and white to color
pictures can be made in a few seconds.
The
present
invention
relates
to
colol'
0 cinematography and more particularly to Several different optical methods can be en 65
for this purpose.
the projection on the screen of two color ployed
The
optical
rotation
by
prisms
or
mir
images taken on standard films. For the rors of images taken obliquely on a film and
results to be most pleasing to the eye, the
vertical dimension of a picture should be combined for color work, so that the pic
5 to the horizontal dimension in the latio of tures on the screen have substantially the 70
position, has been previously pro
three to four and the usual standard pro normal
posed,
and
invention relates to
jectors are arranged to obtain this result. arrangementsthebypresent
which the images arranged
In some processes of two color cinematog as previously described
on the film are opti
raphy two images taken through color fil
20 ters of complementary shades are obtained cally rotated through 90°.
75
A preferred method according to the in
side by side, so that the breadth of the pic vention
is illustrated in the accompanying
ture is halved while its vertical dimension
drawing,
which Figure 1 is a side eleva
is unaltered, with the result that the verti tion of thein projecting
apparatus with cer
cal
and
horizontal
dimensions
are
in
the
25 ratio of three to two instead of three to four. tain parts removed. Figs, 2 and 3 are re 80
front and rear views. Fig. 4 is a
Various methods have been proposed to spectively
section
on
line
of Fig. 1. Figs. 5 and 6
Overcome this drawback. In other processes are respectively4-4
an elevation and plan of a
of color cinematography in the area allotted divided
lens and its means of adjustment.
to a single picture four images are formed,
30 but this results in abnormally small images Figs. 7, 8 and 9 are respectively a side eleva 85
tion, plan and end yiew of an erecting
requiring very large magnification.
prism. Fig. 10 is a perspective view of the
in another arrangement, the pictures are erecting
path of, a ray
taken on the film, so that the horizontal of light. prism showing the
r
lines
of
the
objects
are
parallel
to
the
length
35
1 is drawn vertically through the 90
of the film, and the film is passed horizon The2 film
in the usual manner.
tally instead of vertically through the pro gate
external cylindrical tube 3 is adapted
jector. The picture is consequently pro to An
fit in the ordinary projector in place of
jected on the screen correctly and with the the
usual projection tube, and to it is con
usual satisfactory relation between its verti nected
40 cal
inner tube 4 in which can be in 95
and horizontal dimensions. This ar serted aanslide
5 containing a lens 6 and col
rangement,
however, necessitates a special ored filters 7 and
8. In the usual methods
projector to enable the film to pass through for
the
projection
of two color films, each
the gate horizontally and in many theaters set of images is projected
through a sepa
the
expense
of
providing
an
additional
pro
45 jector with its accessories for the projection rate lens system and the accurate combina 00
tion of the images on the screen is obtained
of pictures which may be only occasionally by
moving one or both of the tubes con
shown is practically prohibitive.
taining
the lens systems either laterally or
The present invention enables the required about fixed
pivots. This adjustment is
result
to
be
obtained
without
the
draw
50 backs attending the projection of abnor not easily effected and difficulty is experi 05
to differences in the optical prop
mally small images and without the neces enced due
of the two lenses. These difficulties
sity for providing a special projector. erties
are obviated by the plan according to the
According to the invention, a film, on which, invention
of cutting the front glass of a
in the last mentioned method, the images
55 as
projector lens in two across its 110
are formed so that the horizontal lines of standard
the objects are parallel to the length of center and placing the parts together with

their curved edges adjacent, or with the flat

2

i,350,143

edge
of one half adjacent to the curved edge formed in the arrangement described by
of the other half. The curved edges may means of a thin vertical partition 30, 31 of
be flattened where the two parts of the lens dead black material extending from the di 60
to the film, where it coincides
are adjacent. In Fig. 4, the references videdthelenscentral
part of the film separating
and 10 represent the two halves of a divided with
lens fitted in the tube 4 in front of the the corresponding images on either side.
This partition restricts the light through
colored filter screens 7 and 8. The distance the
images on each half of the film to their
apart of the half lenses 9 and 10 is adjusted respective
lenses and thereby cuts off 65
by a cam 11 operated by a lever 12; the the outsidehalf
pictures formed in one color

half lens 9 is adjusted vertically by a cam
only which would otherwise be produced
13 operated by a lever 14.
x
Springs 15, 16 and 17 serve to hold the onInthethescreen.
example
shown,
in
to allow
parts of the lens in contact with the cams. for varying distances betweenorder
the lens and 70
These adjustments enable the two sets of the gate, the end 30 of the partition
slides
colored images to be readily and accurately
over the fixed part 31 and is pressed by
joight into registration on the Screen.
In order to rotate the picture as seen. On springs 32, 33 against the gate. Also, in
the screen through 90°, in the example order that the partition may be accurately 75
shown, in erecting prism 1S (Figs. 2, 7, 8, centered relatively to the film, the part 31
$) and 1() is mounted in a support 19 SO is pivoted at 34, so as to be adjusted later
that the plane of the base of the prism is ally by a wedge shaped member 35 oper
by a spindle 36 and engaging with a
inclined at an angle of 45° to the horizontal ated
plane passing through the axis of the pro projection 37 of the partition, against the 80
jector. Adjustments for slightly altering action of a spring 38.
The slide 5 containing the lens 6 and col
25 this inclination can be effected by means of
slots 20 and 21 (Fig. 2) provided in an arc ored filters 7 and 8, is shown in the example.
as circular and held in position by light
shaped member 22 rotatable on the end of springs
39.
the tube 4.
In Fig. 2, the prism 18 is shown in dotted It is obvious that many changes may be 85
30 lines, the support 19 is hinged at 23 and made in the optical devices and in the me
can be secured in the required position by chanical arrangements without departing
nuts 24 and 25 (Figs. 2, 7 and 8) which from the main features of the invention.
thus described the nature of the
clamp links 26 and 27 pivoted to the arc: saidHaving
invention and the best means I know 90
shaped member 22 to projecting arms 28 of
d of carrying the same into practical effect,
35 the support 19.
As shown in Figs. 8 and 10, the rays of claim :light coming from an object placed behind . A cinematographic projector, comprising
the prism suffer refraction at the rear and a film of standard width in which there are
front surfaces of the prism and reflection pairs, of images side by side with the hori 95
40 at the base, so that the emergent beam is zontal lines of the objects parallel to the
parallel to the incident beam, but the pic length of the film, a pair of focusing lenses
ture has been rotated through 90°, as illus in the projector, a gate in the projector
through which the film passes vertically, a
trated by the letters A B in Fig. 10.
In the arrangement so far described, im partition between the focusing lenses ex 00
45 ages would be projected through each half tending to the film, the said partition com
lens of each of the two complementary im prising a sliding portion and a pivoted por
ages on the film. Of these images the green tion which is laterally adjustable, and means
color value of the film projected through by which the image of the film is optically
105
the green filter and the red color value of rotated through 90°.
In testimony. whereof I have signed my
50 the film projected through the red filter
can be combined on the screen so as to give name to this specification in the presence of
a picture in approximately true colors. The two subscribing witnesses.
other images would be one below this pic
FRANK WORDSWORTH DONISTHORPE.
ture, showing green only, and one above the Witnesses:
55 true picture showing red only. These out
WALTER J. SKERTEN,
J. PHILLIPs CRAWLEY.
side images are prevented from being
0

